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From: Jeff Daniels
To: Cheryl Hemsley
Cc: Joanna Waldstreicher; Anthony Bell; assttreasurer@azlp.org; Treasurer@azlp.org
Subject: RE: Arizona Libertarian Party request for an advisory opinion
Date: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 2:32:09 AM

Hi Cheryl,
Sorry for the delay. Here’s my answers to your questions.
1. I believe they lease the CRM but I’m not really sure. They do maintain the portion that we use.
2. The AZLP is providing the service free to affiliates. We would be making a donation to them to
assist in the cost of the overall CRM.
3. A large portion of the data that we would be providing to the CRM would be Voter Data. The rest
would be data we have gathered voluntarily from our membership body.
4. We would not be “required” to pay an annual fee. We would again, probably make a yearly
donation to assist them in the CRM costs.
5. They would have access to the data but would not be able to use it without our permission to my
knowledge. They have a privacy/Data sharing agreement.
6. Again, there is no actual “fee” to be onboarded to the CRM. We would simply like to make a
donation to assist in their operating costs for it and would that “trip” the threshold to have to be
registered FEC reporting.
 
If you have any further questions, Please let me know.
 
Thank You for Your Time.
Jeff Daniels
AZLP Secretary
 

From: Cheryl Hemsley <chemsley@fec.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 8:21 AM
To: Secretary@AZLP.org
Cc: Joanna Waldstreicher <JWaldstreicher@fec.gov>; Anthony Bell <ABell@fec.gov>
Subject: Arizona Libertarian Party request for an advisory opinion
 
Dear Mr. Daniels,
 
In furtherance of your letter received in this office on April 5, 2019, and our telephone conversation
on April 19, regarding the Arizona Libertarian Party’s (“AZLP”) request for an advisory opinion, kindly
confirm or correct the following information discussed during our phone call regarding the Customer
Relationship Management System (“CRM”) being offered by the National Libertarian Party:
 

1. The CRM system is owned and maintained by the national party.
2. The AZLP would provide the national party with $2000 paying the cost to be “onboarded”

onto the CRM.
3. The AZLP would fill the CRM database with its constituents as found in the official Arizona

voter rolls.
4. The AZLP would be required to pay an annual fee to the national committee for the purpose
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of CRM maintenance.
5. The national party would have use of AZLP’s constituent data in the system. 
6. AZLP’s question is whether providing the $2,000 onboarding cost to the national party would

trip the registration threshold, thus requiring AZLP to become a registered, reporting political
committee.

 
We look forward to hearing from you.
 
Best Regards,
Cheryl Hemsley
Attorney, Policy Division
Office of General Counsel
Federal Election Commission
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